Tensor models are generalizations of matrix models, and are studied as discrete models of quantum gravity for arbitrary dimensions. Among them, the canonical tensor model (CTM for short) is a rank-three tensor model formulated as a totally constrained system with a number of first-class constraints, which have a similar algebraic structure as the constraints of the ADM formalism of general relativity. In this paper, we formulate a super-extension of CTM as an attempt to incorporate fermionic degrees of freedom. The kinematical symmetry group is extended from O(N ) to OSp(N,Ñ ), and the constraints are constructed so that they form a first-class constraint super-Poisson algebra. This is a straightforward super-extension, and the constraints and their algebraic structure are formally unchanged from the purely bosonic case, except for the additional signs associated to the order of the fermionic indices and dynamical variables. However, this extension of CTM leads to the existence of negative norm states in the quantized case, and requires some future improvements as quantum gravity with fermions. On the other hand, since this is a straightforward super-extension, various results obtained so far for the purely bosonic case are expected to have parallels also in the super-extended case, such as the exact physical wave functions and the connection to the dual statistical systems, i.e. randomly connected tensor networks. *
Introduction
Tensor models [1] [2] [3] were introduced with the hope to analytically describe simplicial quantum gravity for arbitrary dimensions 1 by extending the matrix models which successfully describe the two-dimensional simplicial quantum gravity [6] . Subsequently, tensor models with groupvalued indices [7, 8] , called group field theories [9] [10] [11] were introduced, and have extensively been studied especially in connection with loop quantum gravity. Some serious problems of the original tensor models [2, 12] have been overcome by the advent of the colored tensor models [13] , and various interesting concrete results on their properties have been obtained [14] (see for instance [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] for some recent developments). The colored tensor models have also stimulated the renormalization group analysis of the group field theories (see for instance [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] for some recent developments).
One of the main themes of the study of tensor models or generally in quantum gravity is to pursue the physical mechanism for the generation of the classical space-time like our universe. In the tensor models above, spaces are represented by simplicial manifolds, which are generated as the duals to the Feynman diagrams in the perturbative treatments of tensor models. The large N analyses of the colored tensor models have shown that the generated simplicial manifolds are dominated by branched polymers [14, 26, 27] . Naively, the result would be an obstacle for the tensor models to become sensible models of our space-time, since branch polymers do not seem like an extended entity in large scales. In fact, there are some interesting active directions of efforts in the colored tensor models to overcome this difficulty in terms of dynamically realized symmetries [15, 16] and higher orders [17, [28] [29] [30] [31] . On the other hand, in Causal Dynamical Triangulation, which is a Lorentzian model of simplicial quantum gravity, it has been shown that de Sitter-like space-times, similar to our actual universe, are generated [32] . This success can be contrasted with the unsuccessful situation in Dynamical Triangulation, which is the original Euclidean model. The main difference of the two models is the existence of the causal time-like direction in the former. Therefore, this success would indicate the importance of a time-like direction in quantum gravity, and would raise the possibility of improving the tensor models above, which basically dealt with Euclidean cases, by incorporating a time-like direction.
With the motivation above, one of the present authors has formulated a tensor model in the Hamiltonian formalism (canonical tensor model or CTM for short below) [33] [34] [35] 2 . It has been formulated as a totally constrained system similar to the ADM formalism of general relativity [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . CTM has a close parallel with the ADM formalism in the sense that CTM has the analogue of Hamiltonian and Momentum constraints of the ADM. It is therefore expected to respect the central principle of general relativity, i.e. the space-time general covariance. Under some reasonable physical assumptions, the model with a canonical conjugate pair of rank-three symmetric real tensors, the minimal model, has been shown to be unique with a free real parameter [34] .
The analysis so far have revealed various fascinating properties of CTM. The N = 1 case of 1 However, see [4, 5] as a recent approach to three-dimensional quantum gravity in terms of matrix models. 2 See [36] for a Hamiltonian approach in the framework of group field theories.
CTM was shown to be equivalent to the mini-superspace approximation of general relativity, and the free parameter mentioned above has been identified with the "cosmological constant" [42] . It has been shown that there exists a formal continuum limit in which the constraint Poisson algebra of CTM agrees with that of ADM [43] . In the analysis, the correspondence between the variables of CTM and the metric tensor field of general relativity has partially been obtained [43] . It has been found that CTM and statistical systems on random networks have intimate relations: the renormalization group flows of randomly connected tensor networks can be described by the Hamiltonian of CTM [44] [45] [46] . The quantization of CTM is straightforward [47] , and one can obtain a number of exact physical wave functions by explicitly solving the set of partial differential equations representing the constraints for small N [47, 48] , and also by exploiting the relation between CTM and randomly connected tensor networks for general N [48] . It has been observed that the physical wave functions have singular behaviors at the configurations of potential physical importance characterized by locality [47] or group symmetries [48] 3 . The above interesting properties of CTM obtained so far would ensure CTM be worth studying further.
The main purpose of the present paper is to present an attempt to incorporate fermionic degrees of freedom into CTM. The origin of spinning particles is a deep interesting question (see for instance [51] as a recent publication and references therein), and it is not obvious what is the most promising way to incorporate such degrees of freedom in the case of CTM. In this paper, we make an attempt in a most straightforward manner to do this by making use of Grassmann odd variables. We introduce odd-type indices, and assume that the tensorial variables with an odd number of odd-type indices have the Grassmann odd property. This provides a straightforward extension of CTM in the sense that the constraints and their algebra are formally similar to the purely bosonic case, except for the additional signs associated to the order of the odd indices and variables. Thus, the kinematical symmetry is extended from O(N ) to OSp(N,Ñ ), and the Hamiltonian constraints form a first-class constraint algebra with the kinematical constraints for the super-extended symmetry. However, this simple extension suffers from negative norm states in the quantized case. Therefore, without some improvements in future, this super-extension cannot be considered as a valid model of quantum gravity with fermions. On the other hand, as in the purely bosonic case [44] [45] [46] , this superextended model can be connected to the inclusion of fermionic degrees of freedom into the dual statistical systems, randomly connected tensor networks, since the connection is based on its classical properties. We would also expect that the exact physical wave functions obtained previously [47, 48] can be super-extended.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we write down the basic definitions concerning indices and variables with attentions on their Granssmann even or odd properties. In Section 3, we introduce some graphical representations which can describe the complications of the signs associated to ordering in simplified manners. We also present some graphical identities which are useful for the computations in the subsequent sections. In Section 4, we consider the super-extension of the constraints from the bosonic case, and explicitly compute the Poisson algebra among them to show that they form a first-class constraint algebra. The constraints and their algebra are essentially the same as the purely bosonic case except for the signs. In Section 5, we impose the reality condition on the variables, and check the consistency. In Section 6, we perform the quantization of the super-extended model. This is straightforward, and the quantized constraint algebra has basically the same form as the purely bosonic case. The final section is devoted to summary and discussions. The details of the computations in Section 4 are shown in the appendix.
Basic definitions
In this section, we introduce super-extensions of the dynamical variables and some related things. The notations used here are not exactly, but are largely based on the textbooks [52, 53] .
Let us consider that any index a of a tensor runs through a set of labels. The labels are classified by a Z 2 grade |a| = 0 or 1, where the total number of even ones with |a| = 0 is given by N , while that of odd ones with |a| = 1 is byÑ . Then, each component of a variable A with p indices is assumed to have a Z 2 grade defined by
The Z 2 grades of a variable has a very crucial role to play in the tensor model in the sense that it determines the properties under the change of their orders, namely their even (bosonic) or odd (fermionic) properties, as
Here, in the second line, we have written an abbreviation frequently used in this paper. Obviously,
hold for an arbitrary grade a = 0, 1.
A totally symmetric three-index tensor, in the super-extended case, is defined by 4) with the additional signs coming from the grade. This symmetric condition is imposed on both the dynamical variables M, P of CTM. In the following, we will also be dealing with anti-symmetric matrices, which will appear as the coefficients for the kinematical constraints.
In the purely bosonic case, the kinematical constraints are the generators of the orthogonal transformations, and the coefficients are anti-symmetric matrices. In the super-extended case, the anti-symmetric matrices are characterized by
with the additional sign. Thus, the kinematical symmetry is extended to an OSp group.
At this point, we define a constant bosonic symmetric matrix and its inverse denoted by Ω satisfying
ab Ω ba ,
Here, notice that Ω is invertible and non-singular, which also means thatÑ must be even. The last condition in (2.6), which requires Ω to be bosonic, may not be necessary in general, but we assume it for the simplicity of the index contractions defined below. Ω defines the relations between the variables with lower and upper indices as
and similarly for matrices and tensors. Thus, in the formalism developed here, Ω plays the role of a metric for index contractions.
The commutator of matrices will be defined in the usual manner and is given by
Following the standard procedure, the fundamental Poisson bracket is defined by
Here the signs are necessarily imposed in order to be consistent with the symmetric condition written in (2.4), and also note that the orders of the upper indices def on M, P are reversed on the rightmost expression in (2.9). To define the Poisson bracket for general cases, let us start by introducing the following right and left first-order partial derivatives with respect to M, P which satisfy
(2.12)
These are not simple partial derivatives due to the symmetric factors implicitly contained in (2.11) 4 . One also has to be careful with the order of indices, which can introduce an additional sign in the computation. The partial derivatives are assumed to satisfy the following Leibniz rule, 13) and the same for D P , D P . This is a sort of generalisation of the usual Leibniz rule taking into account the grade of the tensor indices. Then, using this, one can easily define the super-Poisson bracket for general cases by
This indeed reproduces the fundamental Poisson bracket written in (2.9) by making use of the identity δ 
Graphical representation and identities
The number of indices with grades involved in the tensorial computation is large. This easily exponentiates the complexity in the manipulation and handling of the algebra, and therefore demands a methodology to do this task in a simplified manner. This will be achieved by making use of graphs to do index contractions and recognize the signs graphically.
The most basic expression can be written in the diagrammatic form as
The generalization for multiple indices and variables can systematically be done. Firstly, we introduce (I) In a graph, variables are ordered in the horizontal direction, in the same order as appearing in a formula.
(II) A contracted pair of indices are connected by an arrow which starts from an upper index and ends on a lower one.
Here, the requirements stated in (I) and (II) respectively come from the dependence of overall signs on both the order of variables as in (2.2) and the two ways of contractions as
We introduce a box to represent a variable, rather than use the bare expression as in (3.1) for a vector. For instance, a three-index tensor M abc is represented as in Figure 1 , where all the graphs are supposed to be equivalent. In general, the correspondence between a multi-index variable and a graph is defined by the following rules:
(III) A variable is represented by a box containing its label.
(IV) Indices of a variable are assigned counter-clockwise on arrows attached to a box.
(V) The first index of a variable is assigned to the arrow which appears first after vacant edges of a box in the counter clockwise direction. Here, vacant edges mean those with no arrows attached, and must form a connected bunch for well-definedness (see Figure 1 ).
It is convenient to associate a sign to a crossing of two lines as in Figure 2 . A merit of this convention is to simplify the symmetric condition (2.4): signs coming from reordering of indices of a symmetric tensor can be represented by crossings as in Figure 3 . The convention also simplifies the anti-symmetric condition (2.5) as in Figure 4 . We also have a graphical identity Figure 5 corresponding to the last equation of (3.2).
A very convenient graphical identity which will be used frequently in later computations is shown in Figure 6 . This identity allows one to change order of variables. The identity for the simplest case of the first equality can be proven by
where we have used |A ab | = |a| + |b|, |B b c | = |b| + |c| mod 2 for (2.2) and (3.2) for the index b. Here, the nice thing is that the cumbersome sign in the last line of (3.3) are accounted graphically by the crossings of the arrows. The proof can obviously be generalized to other cases. In fact, the identity shown in the Figure 6 is a representative of various variants of the identity: some of A, B, C or the double-line arrows may be absent, double-line arrows may contain anti-parallel arrows, and there may exist other crossings of arrows. As illustrations, two of such variants are shown in Figure 7 . Basically, all the computations in the following sections can be performed by mostly using the variants of the identity and the basic properties of variables.
Finally, we will show the graphical representation of the fundamental Poisson bracket. By using the Leibniz rule (2.16), the computation of a Poisson bracket between arbitrary quantities can be reduced to summation of terms containing only the fundamental Poisson bracket. The graphical representation of the fundamental Poisson bracket is given in Figure 8 . As in the figure, we use a dashed line to indicate a pair of M, P between which the fundamental Poisson bracket is taken. An advantage of this graphical representation is that the cumbersome signs appearing in (2.9) can be represented by the crossings due to the sign assignment Figure 2 .
The Poisson algebra of the constraints
In this section, we define the constraints in the super-extended case, and show the Poisson algebra satisfied by them. It turns out that the constraints as well as the constraint Poisson algebra are formally unchanged from the purely bosonic case, in the sense that the overall structure of the constraints and the algebra satisfied by them is very much similar (modulo signs). This formal simplicity would be due to the validity and consistency of the basic properties imposed on the parameters and dynamical variables in the previous sections.
By simply transferring the purely bosonic case to the present super-extended case by taking care of index orderings, we consider the Hamiltonian constraints defined by
where λ is a real constant. It was shown in the purely bosonic case that λ can be interpreted as a cosmological constant, because the N = 1 case in CTM exactly reproduces the minisuperspace approximation of general relativity with a cosmological constant proportional to λ [42] . For this reason, we call λ in this case also to be the cosmological constant.
It is convenient at this point to introduce a non-dynamical variable T a , and consider
For convenience, we separately consider the two terms by defining H 0 (T ) = H(T )| λ=0 . Similarly, the momentum constraints are given by
where R is a non-dynamical matrix variable with the anti-symmetric property (2.5), and the overall minus sign is for convenience. The graphical representations of the constraints are depicted diagrammatically in Figure 9 up to the numerical factors.
The constraint algebra is worked out explicitly by using the diagrammatic notation in Appendix A. The result is that the constraints form a set of first-class constraints, satisfying Figure 6 . the following first-class Poisson algebra, 6) where the matrix commutator is defined in (2.8),
The consistency that the arguments of J be anti-symmetric on the right-hand side of (4.4) and (4.6) can be checked from
In the case of λ = 0, one can add another constraint given by
This satisfies {D, P abc } = P abc , {D, M abc } = −M abc , and D is therefore a dilatational constraint. Such a dilatational constraint played a vital role in the connection between CTM and statistical systems on random networks, i.e. randomly connected tensor networks [44] [45] [46] . From the dilatational property of D, it is obvious that D forms a first-class constraint algebra with H 0 and J as 
Reality condition
The minimal set of dynamical variables of the purely bosonic CTM consist of a canonical conjugate pair of rank-three real symmetric tensors M, P . To consider this minimal setting also in the super-extended case, we will impose reality conditions on the super-extended variables in this section. We will also check the consistency of the reality conditions with the constraints.
We denote the complex conjugation of a variable A by A * , and impose that
for the complex conjugate of a product of variables A i . We consider Ω to be real for even index values, and pure imaginary for odd ones, respectively (note that, from the definition (2.6), Ω does not have Grassmann odd components.). From this demand, we obtain the complex conjugate of the Ω:
where (2.6) should also be reminded. It is important to notice that the complex conjugation is generally not commutative with raising and lowering indices. This can be seen by
Therefore, the definition of the complex conjugation of A depends on whether it is defined by upper or lower components. We also obtain
Graphically, this is From the reflection property (5.5) of the complex conjugation, it is natural to define the reality/imaginary condition in the case of tensors to be the one dictating its relation with the tensor with reversed indices:
This is indeed what was imposed on Ω in (5.2) with a plus sign. We impose the reality conditions on the dynamical variables as
The reality conditions on the non-dynamical variables are given by
where (2.5) should also be reminded. Because of the anti-symmetry (2.5) of R, we have to consider the reality condition with a minus sign in (5.8) to recover the usual reality condition in the purely bosonic case. The proof of the reality of the constraints is straightforward. The proof for J(R) is shown in Figure 10 . The first graph is obtained from the one of J(R) in Figure 9 by taking its reflection with reversed arrows, and its minus sign comes from (5.8). The second one is obtained by using variants of the reordering identity Figure 6 . Finally, the third one is obtained by the symmetric/anti-symmetric properties of the variables, Figure 3 and 4. The proof for the reality of H 0 (T ) proceeds basically along the same lines, as shown in Figure 11 . It is also easy to show the reality of the cosmological constant term in (4.2), and the dilatational constraint (4.9).
Finally, we should check whether the reality conditions are satisfied for the arguments of the constraints on the right-hand sides of the constraint algebra (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6):
where we have used (5.7), (5.8), and (5.4) concerning the complex conjugation, and have reordered the variables and indices with attention to the signs using (2.2), (2.4), (2.5), and (3.2).
Quantization
In this section, we carry out the quantization of the classical system discussed so far. The quantized operator corresponding to a classical quantity A will be denoted byÂ, and the same Z 2 grade will be assigned, i.e. |Â| = |A|. We assume the same symmetric properties (2.4) for the quantized dynamical variablesM ,P . As for the reality condition, we imposê 
where we should note that (ĝ a ) † =ĝ †a in general, ifĝ † is defined through its lower components. The definition of the Hermitian conjugate with lower components is assumed throughout this paper, as the complex conjugation in Section 5.
The fundamental commutator is defined by Note that the Leibniz rules (6.7) have the same form as the classical ones (2.16). This means that the computation of the commutation algebra of the quantized constraints proceeds exactly in the same manner as the classical case 6 , if the orders ofM ,P are not changed during the computation, since the classical Poisson algebra (4.4), (4.5), (4.6), (4.10), and (4.11) of the constraints can in principle be derived solely by using (2.9) and (2.16). As will be discussed in due course, this fact will ensure that the classical Poisson algebra can be translated without any essential modifications to a quantum commutation algebra.
As the reality condition on the classical constraints, we impose Hermiticity on the quantized constraints. By replacing the variables in (4.2), (4.3) with the quantized ones and taking into account the possible normal ordering term, the Hermiticity condition determines the quantized Hamiltonian and momentum constraints aŝ
where λ H , λ D are real constants coming from the normal ordering, and will be determined below. As will be checked below, there are no normal ordering terms forĴ(R).
Let us first check the Hermiticity ofĴ(R). By taking the Hermitian conjugate, we obtain
where we have used (5.8), (6.1), and (6.2). From (6.3), it is obvious that the second term can only produce either R ab Ω ba or (−1) a R ab Ω ba = R ab Ω ab , which both vanish due to the symmetry/anti-symmetry properties of R, Ω. Therefore, (6.10) is Hermite.
To study the Hermiticity of the quantized Hamiltonian constraint, let us take the Hermitian conjugate of the first term of (6.9). Similarly as above, we obtain (Figure 12 ), (6.13) where the normal ordering terms are shown in Figure 12 . Here, we have used some variants of the identity stated in Figure 6 , and have also reversed the orientations of some of the arrows by using the rule given in Figure 5 . By making use of Figure 8 , we obtain a sum of graphs which contain the elementary ones shown in Figure 13 . The left graph produces a numerical factor Therefore, the Hermiticity ofĤ(T ) is obtained by putting
One can see in this expression that the fermionic degrees of freedom contribute in an opposite manner to the bosonic ones, as commonly argued. In the same manner, we obtain
As discussed above, the computation of the commutation algebra of the quantized constraints is basically the same as the classical one, if we keep the ordering ofM ,P , because of the formal equivalence between the identities satisfied by the Poisson bracket and the commutator. We take the normal ordering thatM be always on the rightmost if it exists, as the expressions ofĤ(T ),Ĵ(R),D in (6.9), (6.10), (6.11) . Under this convention of ordering, the same part of the quantized constraints as the classical ones generate the same algebra as the classical case. The only difference between the quantum and classical constraints is the existence of the normal ordering term proportional toP a b b inĤ in (6.9). As we will see below, this extra term does not change the commutation algebra. In Figure 14 ]. All the terms in Figure 14 are symmetric under T 1 ↔ T 2 , and therefore cancel out in the computation of [Ĥ(T 1 ),Ĥ(T 2 )]. Moreover, the normal ordering term does not either cause problems with the cosmological constant term, since the commutator between them can only produce the kinds of terms, T
a , which are symmetric under T 1 ↔ T 2 . One can also check the covariant property of the normal ordering term withĴ(R), and the commutator withD.
Thus, we finally obtain the following quantum constraint commutation algebra, basically the same as the classical one, 20) [D,Ĵ(R)] = 0, (6.21)
Here, note that the argument ofĴ on the right-hand side of (6.17) containsP , and therefore is not commutative with the operator part ofĴ. Hence, we have to carefully put the argument on the leftmost as R in the definition (6.10). As in the bosonic case, the commutation algebra is indeed first-class, and therefore the quantization is consistent.
Summary and discussions
In this paper, we have made an attempt to include fermionic degrees of freedom in CTM, which initially was purely bosonic in nature. We have introduced such degrees of freedom by allowing the dynamical rank-three tensors to be either Grassmann even or odd in accordance with the Grassmann natures associated to the indices. This provides a straightforward superextension of CTM, whose constraints and constraint algebra have basically the same form as the purely bosonic case except for the signs associated to the order of the indices and variables, extending the kinematical symmetry from O(N ) to OSp(N,Ñ ). To prove that the super-extended constraints form a first-class constraint algebra, we have performed an explicit computations of the super-Poisson brackets. This process was facilitated by the graphical expressions which can represent the signs associated to the ordering in a simplified manner. Then, we finally considered the quantization of the super-extended system. It has been shown that, as in the purely bosonic case, the quantized constraint algebra is formally the same as the classical one, which also means that the quantization is consistent. The quantized Hamiltonian constraint contains the normal ordering term proportional to N −Ñ , which shows that the bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom contribute oppositely.
The formalism presented in this paper obviously contains the issue of negative norm states in the quantized case 8 . This issue comes from the Grassmann odd variables. From (6.3) and some basic definitions, one can see that the Grassmann odd variables can be recast into the pairs ψ i ,ψ i which are hermite, ψ i = ψ i † ,ψ i =ψ i † , and satisfy the anti-commutation relations, [ψ In order to resolve the issue in the quantized case, some directions of pursuit can be considered. One would be to add constraints like ψ i −ψ i = 0 which incorporate the fact that the fermionic degrees of freedom should be treated in a first-order Lagrangian. This would require a careful analysis of the full consistency with the original constraints. Another more physically attractive direction would be to pursue the possibility to obtain fermionic degrees of freedom from quantization of bosonic degrees of freedom without initially introducing Grassmann odd variables (see for instance [51] for a recent discussion in such directions). It would be fascinating, if the degrees of freedom of the purely bosonic CTM turn out to generate fermionic ones after quantization. Since fermionic degrees of freedom would be expected to appear as fluctuations around bosonic backgrounds, this would require some analysis of the behavior of the physical wave functions [48] in the vicinity of their peaks. Due to the spin-statistics theorem, it would even be possible that the above two different routes for resolution would finally lead to the same result.
Leaving aside the issue in the quantized case, we would like to stress that the superextended model presented in this paper itself would have some theoretical interests of its own. One is that, because of its formal equivalence to the purely bosonic case, it would be straightforward to extend the results obtained so far for the purely bosonic case. This would include the exact physical wave functions [47, 48] and the connection with the dual statistical systems, i.e. the randomly connected tensor networks [44] [45] [46] . Especially, since the connection of the latter is based on the classical aspects of CTM, the physical interpretations of the extension would be more solid. Although the additional degrees of freedom would not be real fermions, the super-extensions would provide general hints about how the anticommuting degrees of freedom would change the physical outcomes compared with the purely bosonic case.
A Poisson algebra of the constraints
In the following subsections, we will prove the Poisson algebra, (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6) by explicit computations using the graphs introduced in Section 3.
A.1 Computation of {J, J}
In this subsection, we will compute {J(R 1 ), J(R 2 )}. The computation of the Poisson bracket between R ab i P b cd M dca (i = 1, 2) is shown in Figure 15 . In the first graph, we have moved R 2 on the rightmost by using a variant of the identity Figure 6 with two variables 9 , and have indicated by the dashed lines the two cases of the fundamental Poisson bracket being taken. As shown in the second graph, one can easily find that the two cases contribute in opposite signs with R 1 ↔ R 2 . By substituting the fundamental Poisson bracket Figure 8 into it and considering the symmetry Figure 3 of P, M , we obtain the last line. In fact, the second graph of the last line is symmetric under R 1 ↔ R 2 and cancels out. The proof of the symmetric Figure 15 : The graphical computation of {J(R 1 ), J(R 2 )}. Figure 16 : By using a variant of the identity Figure 6 , the second graph in the last line of Figure 15 can be shown to be symmetric under
property of the second graph is shown in Figure 16 . We therefore finally obtain the result in Figure 17 , where the first graph is obtained from the first one in the last line of Figure 15 by moving R 2 on the leftmost with the use of a variant of the identity Figure 6 . By taking care of the sign and the normalization in (4.3), we obtain (4.6).
A.2 Computation of {H 0 , H 0 } In this subsection, we consider the λ = 0 case first, and will deal with the λ = 0 case in Appendix A.4. As shown in Figure 18 , the Poisson bracket between T a i P a bc P c de M edb (i = 1, 2) is given by the summation of the contributions (i) and (ii) minus the same ones with T 1 ↔ T 2 . By comparing with Figure 15 , the computation of (i) minus T 1 ↔ T 2 of (i) is basically the same as the computation of {J, J} with the replacement (R i ) ab → (T i ) ab = T c i P cab . Therefore, after taking care of the sign and the normalization, we obtain the right-hand side of (4.4) with λ = 0. Thus, what remains to show is that the contribution (ii) cancels out with T 1 ↔ T 2 of (ii). In Figure 19 , the computation of the contribution (ii) is shown. In the first line, T 2 is moved on the rightmost by using a variant of the identity Figure 6 , and then the fundamental Fig. 8 is substituted to obtain the second line. From the second to the last line, we use some variants of Figure 6 and Figure 3 to deform each diagram as shown in Figure 20 . As shown in Figure 21 , the first graph is invariant by itself under T 1 ↔ T 2 , and the sum of the last two graphs in Figure 20 is obviously so, too. Therefore, the contribution (ii) cancels out with that of T 1 ↔ T 2 .
Poisson bracket

A.3 Computation of {H 0 , J}
In the computation of {H 0 (T ), J(R)}, there exist three cases of the fundamental Poisson bracket to be taken, as shown in Figure 22 . The contributions (ii) and (iii) are the same as those appear in the computation of {J, J} in Figure 15 , if we perform the replacement R 1 →T , R 2 → R. Thus the sum of (ii) and (iii) results in Figure 17 with the replacement. On the other hand, the computation of the contribution (i) is shown in Figure 23 . By substituting the fundamental Poisson bracket and using some variants of the identity Figure 6 , we obtain the expression of the last line of Figure 23 . Here the last two terms cancel with the contributions (ii) and (iii), namely, Figure 17 with R 1 →T , R 2 → R. Therefore, only the first term remains for {H 0 (T ), J(R)}. By taking care of the normalization and the sign of (4.3), one obtains (4.5). 
A.4 Cosmological constant term
Here we consider the cosmological constant term. The difference between {H, H} and {H 0 , H 0 } is
The computation of the first term on the right-hand side can be represented by Figure 24 . There are two contributions (i) and (ii) of the fundamental Poisson bracket. As shown by the graphical computation of Figure 25 , the contribution (i) turns out to be symmetric under T 1 ↔ T 2 , and hence cancels out. Here, note that, since Ω is bosonic, we do not need to take care of the horizontal locations of Ω in the graphical expression. The computation of the contribution (ii) is shown in Figure 26 . The second term in the last line is symmetric and cancels out. On the other hand, with the T 1 ↔ T 2 term, the first term generates J(2λ T 1 ∧ T 2 ) after taking into account the normalization and the sign. This is actually the term proportional to λ on the right-hand side of (4.4).
We can also check (4.5). The computation of the additional term proportional to λ is given in Figure 27 . Figure 22 . In the first line, we perform an exchange of order, {J(R), H 0 (T )} = −{H 0 (T ), J(R)}, and move T on the rightmost by using a variant of Figure 6 . In the second line, the substitution of the fundamental Poisson bracket Figure 8 results in a sum of three terms due to the symmetric property of P . In the third line, some variants of Figure 6 are used to move T in the first and second terms and T, P in the last term. Finally, by using the symmetric and anti-symmetric properties of P and R, respectively, we obtain the last line. 
